Defensible Office 365 migration and remediation for compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. Migrating data from on-premises legacy systems to Office 365 can be a challenge, yet it provides companies with a rare opportunity to update e-discovery and information governance processes and technology.

FTI Technology now teams with Microsoft to provide data governance and discovery consulting and services for Microsoft Office 365 users, assisting companies with a broad range of needs around Office 365 usage to ensure legal and regulatory activities remain cost-effective and defensible, including:

Office 365 evaluation: Choose the right license and potential ancillary software to meet your organizational requirements;

Data migration: Safely migrate data from legacy archives to Office 365 while active cases are underway;

Data remediation: Defensibly delete redundant, old or trivial (ROT) information to reduce cost and data breach risk;

Legal hold: Update policies and ensure existing holds are maintained during the migration;

Data privacy: Adhere to data privacy regulations impacting how and where sensitive information is stored and transferred.

FTI's global expertise in legal, regulatory and technical matters make it uniquely suited to help organizations implement Microsoft Office 365 so that legal and regulatory requirements are not only accounted for, but are streamlined for easier and more cost-effective management.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AND A FOCUS ON DEFENSIBILITY

FTI Technology’s Information Governance & Compliance team, which includes former in-house legal professionals with experience deploying Microsoft Office 365 within Fortune 1000 companies, addresses key corporate data challenges with safety and defensibility by mining, storing, migrating and disposing of corporate data. In addition, the team has expertise designing and implementing defensible e-discovery and information governance policies that are cost-effective and do not disrupt business operations. FTI Technology has been recognized as a leader in information governance software and services across the legal industry, including acknowledgement from the National Law Journal, Corporate Counsel and Computer Technology Review.

FTI OFFICE 365 SERVICES CASE STUDY

A private manufacturing company wanted to modernize its systems and adopt a cloud-first strategy, including a move to Microsoft Office 365, but the legal team needed to make sure that the company’s long-term governance and compliance needs would be met. FTI Technology stepped in to help determine whether Microsoft Office 365 alone would be sufficient or if the addition of third party tools was necessary, performing a series of interviews across teams, gathering requirements and creating a detailed gap analysis. Pleased with the results of the analysis, the company then engaged FTI to perform the Office 365 deployment and integrate the necessary third party governance tools. Bundling these services allowed FTI to implement a consistent program with long-term defensibility and reduce IT costs for the manufacturing company.
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About FTI Consulting

FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change, mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.

www.fticonsulting.com